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Abstract 

To advance a reliable microkinetic modeling approach using density functional theory 

(DFT) energies is of great importance to bridging between experimental results and 

theoretical calculations and the current major issue is the coverage effect. In this 

work, a full microkinetic modeling for NO oxidation using DFT energetics is 

developed. We show that the calculated TOF (0.22 s-1) agrees with the experimental 

one (~0.2 s-1) very well, if the coverage effects are properly incorporated. It is found 
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that to include the interactions of adsorbates, namely (i) O and O, NO and NO 

(self-interaction) and (ii) O and NO (cross-interaction), is important to obtain accurate 

kinetic results. Equally important, the interactions between the adsorbates and the 

transition states of O-O bond breaking and O-NO coupling are also crucial for 

achieving precise kinetics. We demonstrate that a two-line model can be used to 

describe accurately both the self and cross adsorbate-adsorbate interactions as well as 

the coverage effects on the transition states of O2 dissociation and O-NO coupling. 

The various approximations including BEP relations are carefully examined and the 

errors involved are quantified. Moreover, a one-line model is tested, which is a 

simplified approach but gives rise to a good agreement with experimental results. 

Introduction 

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) emitted from the usage of the fossil fuel is gaining global 

attentions due to the increasing demand of the environmental protection1, 2. However, 

the conventional three-way catalyst (TWC) converters for diesel engines cannot 

efficiently convert NOx to N2 because of the excess of air3, 4, and thus a 

high-efficiency way to remove the NOx exhaust is urgently needed. There are several 

NOx abatement technologies5-7 to solve this problem. As an important intermediate 

species in the lean-burn cycles of the NOx storage-reduction (NSR)4, 8, 9, the nitric 

oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) can help achieve an acceptable level of NOx 

storage. The selective catalytic reduction (SCR) with NH3 is also an efficient method 

to remove NOx, which has high activity with the addition of NO2
2, 10, 11. In these 
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technologies, the oxidation of NO to NO2 plays a crucial role in reducing the effect 

caused by air pollution from NOx
12, 13. 

As an important catalytic reaction, NO oxidation has been widely studied both 

experimentally and theoretically. Wang and co-workers found the Mn-mullite (Sm, 

Gd)Mn2O5 to be an efficient catalyst for NO oxidation with low temperature and high 

conversion rate14. Balakotaiah and co-workers reported the kinetics of NO oxidation 

over Pt/Al2O3 and Pt/BaO/Al2O3, and observed that the surface was mainly covered 

by oxygen (O) and NO15. Moreover, NO oxidation is also studied on metal8, 16-20, 

perovskite21, 22 and metal oxides23-25. Our group carried out a series of works on NO 

oxidation using density functional theory (DFT)9, 26, 27. The activity trend of NO 

oxidation on several of metals9 and metal oxides26 was studied. It was discovered that 

NO oxidation may occur on Cr2O3 catalysts even at room temperature27. 

With the development of microkinetics modeling28, 29, the reaction activity can be 

estimated quantitatively using the reaction barriers and the reaction energies from 

DFT calculations30, which can build a bridge between the experiments and the 

computational calculations. However, the reaction rates were often calculated to be 

quantitatively far away from experiment results31. In contrast to typical kinetic 

simulations using the energies at low coverages of adsorbates on the surface in the 

previous works9, 32, 33, the real catalytic systems are more complex with the lateral 

interactions under experimental conditions34, 35, in which the coverage can have large 

effects on kinetic results. To carry out coverage-dependent kinetic calculations, the 

adsorbate-adsorbate interactions should be taken into account36-39. 
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In previous work, the self-interaction, namely the interaction between species of the 

same kind, has already been investigated. Several studies reported that the adsorption 

energies remained constant in the low coverage region and became weaker as the 

coverage increase in the high coverage region36, 38. They noticed not only the 

self-interaction, but also the cross-interaction (the interaction between different kinds 

of adsorption species) existing in the reaction. Some approximate methods were put 

forward to describe the cross-interaction36, 38. In addition to the coverage-dependent 

adsorption energies, the reaction barriers are also needed to be calculated with the 

coverage effect for the reaction rates using microkinetics modeling. Several methods 

were proposed to estimate the reaction barriers: Firstly, based on the linear 

relationship between the adsorption energies and the reaction barriers of different 

metals, the so-called Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) relation40-42, the reaction barriers 

can be estimated by the adsorption energies with coverage effects. Schneider and 

co-workers37, 43 reported a detailed kinetic study on NO oxidation using the grand 

canonical Monte Carlo simulations associating with the cluster expansion to obtain 

the accurate adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. With the utilization of BEP relation and 

the neglection of the coverages of other species except oxygen, their reaction rate of 

NO oxidation was in good agreement with the experiment44. Secondly, an 

approximate method was reported to correct the reaction barriers by applying different 

weights on the initial and final states as a function of the coverage-dependent 

adsorption energies45. It is clear that more detailed investigations are desirable in the 

field. 
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In this work, the self and cross adsorbate-adsorbate interactions are systematically 

investigated. In addition, the interaction between the transition state (TS) and 

adsorbate, namely the TS energies as a function of adsorbate coverages, are rigorously 

calculated. The Pt(111) surface is chosen to study the microkinetics of NO oxidation 

with the coverage-dependent effects for several reasons: Firstly, Pt is commonly used 

for NO oxidation industrially with its high red-ox activity8, 46. Secondly, several 

experimental results have been reported31, 34, with the TOF to be ~0.2 s-1, which can 

be used as a benchmark to compare with theoretical results. Thirdly, NO oxidation on 

Pt(111) is observed to have the similar apparent activation energies and rate orders to 

the experimental supported Pt catalysts31. An accurate kinetic result using DFT 

energies is obtained compared to the experimental data. A detailed analysis is carried 

out and a one-line model is derived, which shows excellent agreement with 

experiment results. 

Computation details 

In this work, all the DFT calculations were performed with the Vienna Ab-initio 

Simulation Package (VASP) in the periodic slab model47, 48. The electronic structures 

were calculated using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the 

Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional49, while the ionic cores were described by 

the projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials48, 50. Pt(111) which is the most stable 

surface was chosen to be the catalytic active surface with a periodic slab consisting of 

4-layers, and the two upper layers were relaxed and two lower layers were fixed. A 
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p(3×3) supercell with nine active sites was constructed with 4×4×1 Monkhorst–Pack 

k-point mesh sampling for Brillouin-zone integration51, while a p(2×2) supercell using 

the same k-point sampling was used to simplify the model of the coverage-dependent 

relations. A ~12 Å vacuum layer was placed above the surfaces for both adsorptions 

and transition states. To minimize the interaction of the neighboring gaseous 

molecules, the free O2 molecule and NO molecule were placed in a (10 × 10 × 10) Å3 

cubic box to obtain the total energies. The constrained minimization technique52-54 

and the quasi-Newton algorithm55 were used to find and optimize the transition states. 

The opitimised structures were reached when the forces on the relaxed atoms were 

less than 0.01 eV/Å for adsorption states and 0.05 eV/Å for the transition states. 

All the energies used in this work are free energies. The total energies were 

corrected to the free energy by considering the thermodynamic corrections of 

zero-point-energy (ZPE), thermal energy (U) and entropy (S) derived from vibrational 

partition function. All the transition states were checked by the vibrational frequency 

analysis. The thermodynamic corrections of the gaseous species were calculated using 

the Gaussian 03 with ideal gas approximation (only the correction values were used). 

For NO oxidation reaction, three elementary steps (NO adsorption, O2 dissociation 

and O-NO coupling) were considered in this work9 (Table 1). 

Table 1 Elementary steps and the rate equations of NO oxidation used in the 

microkinetics modeling (* represents the free site on the surface). 

No. Element steps Rate equations 

1. NO(g) + *  NO* 𝑟 = 𝑘 𝑃 𝜃∗ − 𝑘 𝜃  
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2. O2(g) + 2*  2O* 𝑟 = 𝑘 𝑃 𝜃∗ − 𝑘 𝜃  

3. NO* + O*  NO2(g) + 2* 𝑟 = 𝑘 𝜃 𝜃 − 𝑘 𝑃 𝜃∗  

As for the coverage effect, both self and cross interactions of adsorbates were 

considered in the NO oxidation, in which the main adsorbates are O and NO. The 

energy from the most stable structure for each coverage was chosen. There are four 

different self and cross interactions for adsorption states: O*/Oenv, O*/NOenv, 

NO*/NOenv and NO*/Oenv, where O* and NO* represent the objective adsorbates and 

Oenv and NOenv refer to the species in the environment. Moreover, our rigorous 

coverage-dependent model also includes the interactions between the transition states 

and the adsorbates (O-O*/Oenv, O-O*/NOenv, O-NO*/Oenv and O-NO*/NOenv, where 

O-O* and O-NO* represent the transition states of O2 dissociation and O-NO 

coupling, respectively).  

In this work, we introduced a two-line model to obtain the relationship between the 

differential adsorption energies and the coverages to describe the 

adsorbates-adsorbates interactions. The maximum total coverage was assumed to 1 

ML. For the p(3×3) Pt(111) surface with one active site being occupied, the coverage 

of this adsorption state was 0.11 ML, and it is 0.25 ML for the p(2×2) Pt(111) surface 

in the same situation. The differential adsorption energy is defined as the adsorption 

energy changed from the coverage of N sites being occupied (θN) to the coverage of 

N+1 sites being occupied (θN+1). Due to the linear nature of the energy-coverage 

relation, the corresponding coverage for the differential adsorption energy is the 
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average value of these two coverages (1/2(θN + θN+1))36. Therefore, the differential 

energy ( diff
adE ) can be written as: 

1
1( ) ( )

2
diff N N
ad ad N ad NE E E

   


    
 

                                  (1) 

/ /( )diff
ad i j i jE k b                                                   (2) 

where θ, θN, i, j, k and b represent the total coverage, the coverage of N adsorbates, 

the objective adsorbate, the environment adsorbates, and the slope and intercept of the 

two-line model, respectively. On the effect of coverage dependence, the adsorption 

energy of the species i (e.g. O*) consisted of the contributions of the differential 

adsorption energy calculated from the self- and cross-interactions of the species i (e.g. 

O*/Oenv and O*/NOenv) which is shown below: 

/( ) /{[ ( ) ] }
i j

jdiff low low
ad i ad i j

j

E E b b





                                     (3) 

where θ, θj and ( )ad iE  are the total coverage of all the species, the coverage of 

environment species j and the coverage-dependent adsorption energy of adsorbate i, 

respectively. The corrected transition state energy is defined as the total energy of the 

transition state on the surface covered with the adsorbates minus the total energy of 

the corresponding adsorption state with the same coverage of adsorbates. 

The turn-over frequency (TOF) was calculated by the full microkinetics modeling28, 

56, which was performed under experimental conditions of 600 K with the partial 

pressures of O2, NO and NO2 being 0.10 bar, 3×10-4 bar and 1.7×10-4 bar, 

respectively9, 34 for the purpose of comparison. The microkinetics modeling was 
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performed using the code developed by our group57. A new approach to obtain the 

coverage-dependent TOF is illustrated in the Supporting Information. 

Results and discussions 

Coverage-dependent adsorption energies 

To investigate the effect of coverage-dependent NO oxidation on Pt(111), we 

systematically study the self and cross adsorbate-adsorbate interactions of the main 

adsorption species (O atom and NO molecule). Taking oxygen as an example, there 

are nine typical structures of O atoms adsorbed on the p(3×3) Pt(111) surface (Figure 

1). The adsorption energy of O with a coverage of 0.11 ML was used in the coverage 

independence model. When increasing the amount of O atoms on the surface, the 

adsorption energy of O becomes weaker. This can be easily understood considering 

the bonding competition effect and the Pauli repulsion effect58-60: When an adsorbate 

bonds with the surface, the surface becomes inert for further bonding with the second 

adsorbate, leading to an decrease of adsorption energy. The more adsorbates the 

surface possesses, the weaker the adsorption energy. The differential adsorption 

energies of oxygen on the oxygen-covered surface are shown in Figure 2a. It shows 

that interestingly, unlike results reported previously36, 38, the differential adsorption 

energies at the low coverages are not constant. Instead, they change by 0.40 eV going 

from 0.056 ML to 0.278 ML, which is quite significant. The differential adsorption 

energy changes slightly below the total coverage of 0.278 ML, while it decreases 

dramatically when the coverage is increased beyond the total coverage of 0.278 ML. 
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Herein, we introduce a two-line model to describe the relationship between the 

differential adsorption energy and the coverage. 

 

Figure 1 The structures of O*/Oenv at the coverages from 0.11 ML to 1.00 ML. The 

red and dark blue atoms represent the oxygen and Pt, respectively. 

By calculating the full microkinetics of the NO oxidation reaction with a coverage 

independence model, the coverages of O and NO at the steady state can be obtained, 

which are 0.38 ML and 0.60 ML, respectively. It indicates that both O and NO adsorb 

on the surface with a fair amount of coverages, which means that the O atom is 

surrounded not only by covered oxygen, but also by NO (Figure S1). Namely, there 
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are the cross-interactions. Similarly, both the self- and cross-interactions for NO were 

considered (see structures in Figure S2 and S3). In this work, the cross-interaction was 

explicitly calculated at each coverage as well as the self-interaction (Figure 2). 

Evidently, a total coverage of 0.278 ML is found to be the turning point between the 

low and high coverages for both self and cross adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. The 

slopes of each self- and cross-interactions of the adsorption states are shown in Table 

2.  

 

Figure 2 Relationships between differential adsorption energies and coverages of (a) 

O*/Oenv, (b) O*/NOenv, (c) NO*/NOenv and (d) NO*/Oenv on the p(3×3)-Pt(111). It can 

be seen that they can be described by two linear lines, and it is named as a two-line 

model. 
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Table 2 Slopes of the self- and cross-interaction curves between adsorbates and 

adsorbates in Figure 2 and Figure 6. Slopes of interaction curves between adsorbates 

and transition states of O2 dissociation and O-NO* coupling in Figure 3 and Figure S8 

are also listed. The surfaces are p(3×3)-Pt(111) and p(2×2)-Pt(111). 

Self- and cross- 
interaction 

slope p(3×3) 
slope p(2×2) 

low coverage high coverage 

O*/Oenv 1.801 2.867 2.837 

O*/NOenv 1.914 2.102 2.502 

NO*/NOenv 1.461 3.053 3.274 

NO*/Oenv 1.507 2.590 2.634 

O-O*/Oenv 1.753 6.104 2.895 

O-O*/NOenv 1.751 4.935 2.199 

O-NO*/NOenv 2.125 4.492 2.977 

O-NO*/Oenv 1.856 4.878 3.006 

Rigorous coverage-dependent model 

It is obvious that the reaction barriers are essential in the reaction kinetics. After 

studying the total energies of the transition state at different coverages, we noticed 

that the surrounding adsorbates would also significantly affect the transition state 

energies. Thus, the corrections should also be applied to the transition state energies 

with coverage effects. To unravel the relationship between the transition state and the 

adsorbates, the TS-adsorbate interactions were systemically studied. Unlike the 

adsorption state, the transition states of both O2 dissociation and O-NO coupling 

occupy more sites on the surface, due to two reactants involved. Some structures of 
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the TS-adsorbate interactions are illustrated in Figure S4. The bond distances of O-O 

and O-NO change from 1.987 Å to 2.145 Å and 1.761 Å to 1.869 Å, respectively, 

corresponding to the coverage range of 0.22 ML to 0.56 ML. It indicates that the 

transition states are closer to the adsorption state (willing to dissociate) with the 

coverage increase. However, the bond distances of O-O and O-NO decrease to 1.952 

Å and 1.681 Å, respectively, at the coverage of 0.89 ML, on account of the crowded 

surfaces causing the transition states to be closer to the gaseous species (willing to 

associate). By rigorously investigating the free energies of the transition states 

covered with different coverages of O and NO, the corrected transition state energies 

exhibit a similar trend as the differential adsorption energies: With the total coverage 

increase, the differential transition state energy becomes weaker.  

The turning point of the corrected transition state energy vs the total coverage is 

found to be 0.5 ML. The TS-adsorbate interactions of O2 dissociation (O-O) and 

O-NO coupling with the covered O and NO are illustrated in Figure 3, while the 

slopes of TS-adsorbate interactions are shown in Table 2. The slopes of O-O*/Oenv 

(1.753) and O-O*/NOenv (1.751) are almost the same in the low coverage region, 

indicating that the environments of the covered O and NO contribute to the same 

corrections to the transition state of O2 dissociation at the low coverages. However, 

with the coverage increase beyond 0.5 ML, the covered O would affect the TS energy 

more than the covered NO, due to the stronger adsorption energy of O than NO, 

which leads to the slope of O-O*/Oenv (6.104) apparently higher than that of 
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O-O*/NOenv (4.935) in the high coverage region. The same trend is identified in the 

O-NO coupling at high coverages.  

Interestingly, as for adsorbate-adsorbate interactions in the low coverage region, 

O*/Oenv (1.801) and O*/NOenv (1.914) have similar slopes, and the slopes of 

NO*/NOenv (1.461) and NO*/Oenv (1.507) are also comparable, which is consistent 

with the TS-adsorbate interactions. Taking both adsorbate-adsorbate interactions and 

TS-adsorbate interactions into consideration, it is not difficult to find that the slopes at 

the low coverages were determined by the objective adsorbates (O* and NO*) or the 

transition state structures (O-O* and O-NO*), while they are dominated by the 

covered environment (Oenv and NOenv) in the high coverage region. Herein, we name 

the combination of the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction model and the TS-adsorbate 

interaction model as a rigorous coverage-dependent model. 
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Figure 3 Relationships between the corrected transition state energies and coverages 

of (a) O-O*/Oenv, (b) O-O*/NOenv, (c) O-NO*/NOenv and (d) O-NO*/Oenv on the 

p(3×3)-Pt(111).  

Full microkinetics analysis with different models 

Having obtained the self and cross adsorbate-adsorbate interactions of O and NO 

and also the TS-adsorbate interactions of O2 dissociation and O-NO coupling, they 

can be applied to calculate the TOF with the coverage effect explicitly. The TOF with 

the rigorous coverage-dependent model was 0.22 s-1 (Figure 4 column E), which was 

almost the same as the experiment value (~0.2 s-1)31, 34 and also similar to the TOF 

reported by Schneider and co-workers in their coverage-dependent kinetic studies37, 44. 

Comparing with the coverage independent model (Figure 4 column B), the rigorous 

coverage-dependent model plays an important role in bridging the theoretical 

calculation and the experiment. 

In the literature, some empirical and approximation methods were suggested to 

correct the transition state energy with the coverage effect. In this work, we calculated 

the TOF using these approaches in conjunction with the coverage-dependent 

adsorption energies carried out by our adsorbate-adsorbate interaction model. The 

most convenient method is to use the BEP relations, which can be used to estimate the 

reaction barriers as a function of adsorption energies. Having obtained the 

adsorbate-adsorbate interactions, the adsorption energy at a specific coverage can be 

easily acquired, which can be used to predict the transition state energy. By using the 

self- and cross-interactions to correct the adsorption energies and the BEP relations 
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(Figure S6) to calculate the transition state energies, the TOF was obtained at the 

steady state (Figure 4 column A). However, the TOF (335 s-1) calculated by this 

method was apparently higher than the experiment result (~0.2 s-1).  

In additional to the BEP relation, we used another method45 to estimate the activity 

barriers with the coverage effect: The weighted contributions from the variations in 

adsorption energies of the initial state and final state were applied to the transition 

state energy. It is named as the X/Y model, in which the contribution ratios from the 

initial state and final state to each transition state are X and Y, respectively. Four 

different approximation models were tested in this work (for detailed results see the 

Supporting Information). Comparing with the experimental TOF (~0.2 s-1)31, 34, the 

0/1 model for O2 dissociation and 1/0 model for O-NO coupling (Figure 4 column C) 

in these four approximation models was the closest, with the TOF to be 1.54 s-1. In 

this reaction system, the transition state structure of O2 dissociation is closer to the O 

adsorption state, which results in the correction of the transition state energy to be 

fully contributed by the change of the O coverage-dependent adsorption energy. In 

contrast, the TS energy change of O-NO coupling is only corrected by the initial state, 

due to the early transition-state-like structure. Comparing with the coverages of 

rigorous coverage-dependent model (0.38 ML for O and 0.11 ML for NO), the best 

approximation model has the comparable O coverage (0.42 ML) and NO coverage 

(0.08 ML). Interestingly, although the exact coverages of O and NO calculated by 

these models are different, the total coverages are all around 0.50 ML, unlike the total 
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coverage of the coverage-independent model, which is 0.98 ML. Once again, it 

indicates the importance of the coverage in microkinetics calculation.  

 

Figure 4 TOF values and surface coverages of NO oxidation calculated by the 

methods of (A) BEP relations, (B) coverage independent model, (C) 0/1 model for O2 

dissociation and 1/0 model for O-NO coupling, (D) one-line model, (E) rigorous 

coverage-dependent model. The orange dash line represents the experiment value. 

The coverages of O*, NO* and free site are in blue, orange and grey, respectively.  

Taking the result from the rigorous coverage-dependent model as a benchmark, the 

energy profiles of all different models are illustrated in Figure 5 (for detailed data see 

the Supporting Information). The rate-determining step of this reaction with the 
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coverage-independent model is O-NO coupling, the barrier of which is 0.4 eV higher 

than that of O2 dissociation. This leads to more NO adsorbed on the surface, which is 

0.60 ML coverage. However, the results calculated using the rigorous 

coverage-dependent model show that O2 dissociation and O-NO coupling possess the 

same energy barriers, indicating that the rate-determining step of the reaction is 

changed by including the coverage effect. The increased O2 dissociation barrier 

results in a low TOF comparing with the coverage-independent model. Liu and 

co-workers61 reported the same conclusion that the rate-determining step would be 

changed with the coverage increased, which would even affect the selectivity of the 

reaction. 

Interestingly, the reaction barriers of both the O2 dissociation and the O-NO 

coupling predicted by the BEP relations are also the same but 0.4 eV lower than that 

from the rigorous coverage-dependent model, which lead to a higher TOF. This is 

caused by the under-estimation of the energy barriers from the BEP relations. As for 

the best approximation model (the 0/1 model for O2 dissociation and 1/0 model for 

O-NO coupling), the reaction barriers of both the O2 dissociation and the O-NO 

coupling are the same as well, which are 0.1 eV lower than those of the rigorous 

coverage-dependent model. Moreover, the coverages of O and NO from the best 

approximation model is similar with the rigorous coverage-dependent model. To 

some extent, the best approximation method can reach the accuracy of the rigorous 

coverage-dependent model. However, whether the best approximation model (the 0/1 

model for O2 dissociation and 1/0 model for O-NO coupling) is general remain to be 
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studied, while the approach of the rigorous coverage-dependent model can be widely 

used in all the systems.  

 

Figure 5 Analysis of different models in kinetic calculations with respect to the 

results of the rigorous coverage-dependent model, in which the free energy profiles 

are compared. The free energy profiles of NO oxidation with coverage-independent 

model (red), the BEP relation model (black), the best approximation model (blue), the 

rigorous coverage-dependent model (light blue, is considered to be a benchmark) and 

the one-line model (green). 

The simplified one-line model 

Despite our rigorous coverage-dependent model can give rise to accurate kinetic 

results, extensive calculations were needed to obtain the coverage-dependent energies. 

In particular, all the interaction energies were obtained from the p(3×3) unit cell, 

which was quite time-consuming. Can this process be simplified? It is noticed that the 

total coverage of O and NO is over 0.278 ML at the steady state for this reaction. This 
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means that the self and cross-interactions of the reasonably high coverage region were 

mostly used and the low coverage region might be ignored. The coverage from the 

p(2×2) unit cell gives rise to 0.25 ML, which can satisfy this condition. Thus, the 

p(2×2) unit cell of Pt(111) was used to simplify the self and cross adsorbate-adsorbate 

interactions (Figure S5). The differential adsorption energies as a function of 

coverages are illustrated in Figure 6, while the slopes of these self and cross 

interactions are listed in Table 2. These differential adsorption energies of each 

adsorbate vs the coverages were integrated as a one line for the correction purpose, 

the so-called one-line model. Interestingly, the slopes of adsorbate-adsorbate 

interactions in the one-line model are similar to those of the two-line model in the 

high coverage region. 
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Figure 6 Relationships between differential adsorption energies and coverages of (a) 

O*/Oenv, (b) O*/NOenv, (c) NO*/NOenv and (d) NO*/Oenv on the p(2×2)-Pt(111). 

Linear curves can be seen and the approach to calculate the coverage effect is named 

as the one-line model.  

The BEP relation model and the TS-adsorbate interaction model (Table 2) were also 

chosen to test the feasibility of the one-line model, and the TOF values with the 

coverage effect were performed, giving rise to 463 s-1 and 0.12 s-1 from these two 

models, respectively. The detailed data of one-line BEP model were compared with 

those of the two-line model with the BEP relation method (Table 3), which shows that 

adsorption energies and activity barriers are almost the same, indicating no major 

difference between one-line model and two-line model by BEP relations. Also, the 

one-line model with TS-adsorbate interactions gives rise to similar adsorption 

energies and reaction barriers to those of the rigorous coverage-dependent model, 

which are highly consistent with the TOF from experimental results. It is clear that the 

one-line model has a good performance for kinetic calculations of NO oxidation.  

Table 3 The adsorption energies (eV), reaction barriers (eV), coverages (ML) of O 

and NO and the TOFs (s-1) of different coverage-dependent models. 

Coverage model EadO EadNO Ea(O-O) Ea(O-NO) θO θNO TOF 

Two-line BEP model -0.51 -0.38 1.11 1.06 0.19 0.26 335 

One-line BEP model -0.55 -0.39 1.07 1.08 0.34 0.24 463 

Rigorous 
coverage-dependent 

model 
-0.44 -0.34 1.48 1.47 0.38 0.11 0.22 
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One-line model -0.43 -0.37 1.49 1.53 0.46 0.15 0.12 

Conclusion 

In this work, a coverage-dependent microkinetics modeling for NO oxidation on 

Pt(111) using DFT energetics was carried out, from which the calculated TOF of the 

NO oxidation agrees well with experimental results. To achieve this, both the self and 

cross adsorbate-adsorbate interactions were rigorously included. Furthermore, the 

interaction between the adsorbates and the transition states is also needed in order to 

obtain the reliable results. It was found that both the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions 

and the coverage effect on the transition states can be described by a two-line model. 

Some approximations in the literature were tested against the experimental result and 

the rigorous coverage-dependent microkinetics modeling. It was found that using BEP 

relations can give rise to an error of two orders of magnitude. A one-line model was 

used to simplify the two-line model, which is much less time-consuming compared to 

the two-line model and is capable of giving rise to an accurate TOF value.  
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